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School of the Prophets Part 2

He knows the tiredness I feel, and is there to hold me.

“I love looking at You, Darling. You are so inviting and charming. I could never get

enough of You.”

I begin to not feel so tired anymore, but want to feel and know His love in every way I

can.

I love His intimate love. …

                                                                       ***

 This Earth and your short life here is a testing ground, there are no two

ways about it. There’s no way to come to Earth, learn what you need to learn, grow in

the ways your spirit needs to grow, experience what you need to experience, and

accomplish what you need to accomplish without this sore‚ painful testing. That’s the

Earth life. That’s life experience on Earth, and that’s why what you learn during your life

on Earth is so valuable–irreplaceable, really–because it’s so hard earned.
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 Yes, you have the keys. You have the spiritual weapons. You have spirit helpers. You

have so much knowledge of the supernatural realm and how it intersects and works with

the physical realm. Those are wonderful hints, clues, shortcuts in some ways. But there

are limits to how much I can deliver you from the difficulties without taking away your

honor, your reward, your testimony, your privilege.

My loves, there’s no “secret answer” that I can give you that is going to see you

through the tough times you’re experiencing now, or the ones you’re going to go through

in the future. But what will see you through is faith–faith that never lets go, that never

gives up.

You don’t have to feel like you have great faith. You don’t have to feel like a

spiritual giant. All you have to do is stick it out, clinging to the anchor of My Word no

matter what things look like around you, and eventually you will win the reward of the

promise.

“Thank you for not passing by the poor in spirit out there on the streets of this world,
almost oblivious of what is happening around them. You are like a beam of light in the
darkness of their world.”

In Sight of the Stadium

“I have given you the power you

 need in the keys to obey and put into action even the difficult things I show you.”

 It’s tough and hard. I’m sorry. I know you struggle sometimes, and it seems like

nothing makes sense. But if you compare your situation with the other missionaries and

prophets of history, you will see that they didn’t have it any easier. They had their own

trials and tests. They prayed desperately for the answers they felt they needed, and then

patiently endured when the answers seemed to be so slow in coming–or didn’t come at

all, from what they could see. They went through the fire just like you are going through

the fire‚ and in some cases their fire was even hotter.

I know what each person needs to bring out the best in them, to refine their

faith, to make them pure gold. I don’t rejoice to see you in the fire, but I do rejoice

when I see your faith stand the test–because then I know that you have gained the

reward of the promise, you have endured, and the blessing and honor is yours for all

eternity.

It’s hard to fight the battles day after day. They almost always seem small

compared to the really great goals that are before you. You’d much rather be

fighting for something that you see as glorious and magnificent. But you

https://youtu.be/k07KzJBdQvU
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know, great and magnificent victories arise from battles of all sizes. And if

you will step back, you’ll remember that yours is the most magnificent cause

of all time. It’s worth living and dying for.

It’s just that dying daily is so hard, takes so long, and sometimes you lose

sight of the goal.
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